INTRODUCTION

The latest entry in the popular LANGE CURRENT series

CURRENT Diagnosis & Treatment Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation is primarily written by physicians from Temple University's world-renowned Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation program. Following the acclaimed CURRENT design, the book features a find-it-now presentation with a consistent user-friendly presentation. The content is highly clinical and specifically written and formatted to be of value at the point of care. CURRENT Diagnosis & Treatment Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation offers a comprehensive, yet concise, review of every major topic in this growing specialty.

- Market: Medical students rotating in Pain Medicine and Rehabilitation, practicing physicians wanting an up-to-date clinical refresher
- Valuable for oral and written board preparation
- Extensive coverage of both inpatient and outpatient care
Maximize your patients' independence, quality of life, mobility, and functional improvement with this evidence-based guide to physical medicine and rehabilitation

LANGE
Valuable to practicing physicians, residents, medical students, as well as recertifying psychiatrists
Includes timely chapters on sports, trauma, cardiac, and spinal rehabilitation
Covers therapeutic exercise and treatment modalities for pain and dysfunction

- Presents a practical approach to the physical medicine and rehabilitation patient, including common pathologies and complications
- Focuses on the clinical aspects of physical medicine and rehabilitation with an emphasis on evidence-based medicine
- Lays down a foundation of anatomy, kinesiology, and biomechanics before progressing to therapeutic exercise and modalities
- Reviews diagnostic and therapeutic procedures performed by physicians such as electrodiagnostics, musculoskeletal ultrasound, and spine and joint injections
- Concludes with a comprehensive review of major primary care issues

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ian B. Maitin, MD (Philadelphia, PA) is Chairman, Dept. of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Temple University.
DESCRIPTION

A dollar-saving package featuring the world’s most popular annual text in internal medicine and the companion flash cards!

Featuring the 2015 edition of CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment and CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Flashcards, the CMDT value pack delivers a complete review of all important internal medicine topics and is a great way to stay current with the latest diagnostic advances, prevention strategies, and cost-effective treatments – and save money! This unique package will help you prepare for any type of internal medicine exam, from course work to the USMLE Step 1.

The package includes both of these essential resources:

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment 2015
No other text links practice and research like CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment! Written by clinicians renowned in their respective fields, this trusted text offers the most current insight into
symptoms, signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment for more than 1,000 diseases and disorders. You’ll find concise, evidence-based answers to questions about hospital and ambulatory problems.

Here’s why CMDT is essential to clinical practice or exam review:

• Strong emphasis on the practical aspects of clinical diagnosis and patient management throughout the broad fields of internal medicine
• Full review of internal medicine and primary care topics, including gynecology and obstetrics, dermatology, neurology, ophthalmology, geriatrics, and palliative care
• The only text with an annual review of advances in HIV treatment
• Specific disease prevention information
• Hundreds of medication treatment tables, with indexed trade names and updated prices – plus helpful diagnostic and treatment algorithms
• Recent references with PMID numbers
• Many full-color photographs and illustrations

PLUS…

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Flashcards

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment Flashcards contain 240 case-based cards that cover key topics in internal medicine. Every topic includes a case presentation and along with Q&A. Questions cover: salient features; how to think through the problem; essentials of diagnosis; symptoms and signs; differential diagnosis; laboratory, imaging, and procedural findings; and treatment.
DESCRIPTION

A dollar-saving package featuring the world’s most popular annual text in internal medicine and the companion study guide!

Featuring the 2015 edition of CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment and the CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Study Guide, the CMDT value pack delivers a complete review of all important internal medicine topics and is a great way to stay current with the latest diagnostic advances, prevention strategies, and cost-effective treatments – and save money! This unique package will help you prepare for any type of internal medicine exam, from course work to the USMLE Step 1.

The package includes both of these invaluable resources:

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment 2015
No other text links practice and research like CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment! Written by clinicians renowned in their respective fields, this trusted text offers the most current insight into symptoms, signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment for more than 1,000 diseases and disorders. You'll find concise, evidence-based answers to questions about hospital and ambulatory
problems.
Here’s why CMDT is essential to clinical practice or exam review:

- Strong emphasis on the practical aspects of clinical diagnosis and patient management throughout the broad fields of internal medicine
- Full review of internal medicine and primary care topics, including gynecology and obstetrics, dermatology, neurology, ophthalmology, geriatrics, and palliative care
- The only text with an annual review of advances in HIV treatment
- Specific disease prevention information
- Hundreds of medication treatment tables, with indexed trade names and updated prices – plus helpful diagnostic and treatment algorithms
- Recent references with PMID numbers
- Many full-color photographs and illustrations

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Study Guide
Derived from CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment, this unique study guide delivers case analysis of 80 of the most common topics in internal medicine. It provides a comprehensive and well organized synopsis of each topic, making it an essential study partner for a variety of examinations, including the USMLE Step 2, medicine clerkship shelf exams, ABIM internal medicine boards and recertification exams, adult and family nurse practitioner certification examination, and physician assistant national certifying exam. For practitioners, this book represents a complete source of patient care for 80 of the clinical problems they are most likely to encounter in daily practice.
DESCRIPTION

A dollar-saving package featuring the world’s most popular annual text in internal medicine and the companion flash cards and study guide!

Featuring the 2015 edition of CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment, CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Flashcards, and CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Study Guide, the CMDT value pack delivers a complete review of all important internal medicine topics and is a great way to stay current with the latest diagnostic advances, prevention strategies, and cost-effective treatments – and save money! This unique package will help you prepare for any type of internal medicine exam, from course work to the USMLE Step 1.

The package includes these 3 essential resources:

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment 2015
No other text links practice and research like CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment! Written by clinicians renowned in their respective fields, this trusted text offers the most current insight into symptoms, signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment for more than 1,000 diseases and disorders. You'll find concise, evidence-based answers to questions about hospital and ambulatory
Here’s why CMDT is essential to clinical practice or exam review:

- Strong emphasis on the practical aspects of clinical diagnosis and patient management throughout the broad fields of internal medicine
- Full review of internal medicine and primary care topics, including gynecology and obstetrics, dermatology, neurology, ophthalmology, geriatrics, and palliative care
- The only text with an annual review of advances in HIV treatment
- Specific disease prevention information
- Hundreds of medication treatment tables, with indexed trade names and updated prices – plus helpful diagnostic and treatment algorithms
- Recent references with PMID numbers
- Many full-color photographs and illustrations

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Flashcards
CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment Flashcards contain 240 case-based cards that cover key topics in internal medicine. Every topic includes a case presentation and along with Q&A. Questions cover: salient features; how to think through the problem; essentials of diagnosis; symptoms and signs; differential diagnosis; laboratory, imaging, and procedural findings; and treatment.

CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment Study Guide
Derived from CURRENT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment, this unique study guide delivers case analysis of 80 of the most common topics in internal medicine. It provides a comprehensive and well organized synopsis of each topic, making it an essential study partner for a variety of examinations, including the USMLE Step 2, medicine clerkship shelf exams, ABIM internal medicine boards and recertification exams, adult and family nurse practitioner certification examination, and physician assistant national certifying exam. For practitioners, this book represents a complete source of patient care for 80 of the clinical problems they are most likely to encounter in daily practice.
INTRODUCTION

A full-color atlas of pain medicine focusing on intraoperative strategy and operative technique

Atlas of Pain Medicine Procedures is a full color atlas of pain medicine featuring newly created medical illustrations and minimal text designed to teach readers the latest operative techniques.

The atlas is divided into three sections, but the focus is on interventional pain medicine since the vast majority of operations fall within that area. There are about 40 procedures described. Each procedure begins with an algorithm that addresses the strategy for diagnosis and treatment. Subsequently, the details of the procedure are written under several consistent headers, and this text is set beside newly created medical illustrations. Also included are several images of fluoroscopy and other technique oriented photos so that the ideal view of the topic is juxtaposed with an actual image of the procedure. The medicine and palliative care and hospice sections will describe the procedures that are specific to those areas and will include algorithms to help the reader with management strategy.
• Market: Pain management physicians (10,000), anesthesiologists (40,000), neurologists (18,000), and psychiatrists (80,000 worldwide)
• The focus on intraoperative strategy and technique makes this book unique in the marketplace
• The full-color illustrations were created specifically for this book

DESCRIPTION

CONFIDENTLY PERFORM ESSENTIAL PROCEDURES WITH THE MOST COMPLETE FULL-COLOR GUIDE TO INTERVENTIONAL PAIN MEDICINE

This must-have resource presents an encyclopedic, yet focused visual survey of pain medicine, with a strong emphasis on procedural technique and safety. Throughout, you'll find detailed, evidence-based guidance on more than 70 pain medicine procedures—all supported by an illustrated presentation that includes 950 figures (many in full color). Chapters are consistently designed—covering indications, procedural steps, and complications—with the text presented in a succinct, bulleted style.

Atlas of Pain Medicine Procedures begins with an incisive review of basic applications such as safety and image guidance and then proceeds to core procedures, from spinal interventions and musculoskeletal injections to peripheral nerve blocks. The book also offers in-depth insights on ultrasound guidance as well as fluoroscopic guidance of procedures. The evidence-based focus ensures that the procedures and techniques discussed are grounded in the peer-reviewed medical literature and the very latest pain medicine perspectives.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sudhir A. Diwan, MD (New York, NY) is the Director of Pain Medicine at the Weill Medical College of Cornell University.
INTRODUCTION

The book clinicians turn to first when they encounter a patient who has ingested poison

Fully referenced and featuring a consistent organization, *Goldfrank’s* begins with an in-depth examination of general principles of medical toxicology. It then progresses to the biochemical principles and molecular basis of toxicology, and provides detailed insight into how xenobiotics affect vital signs, organs, and systems throughout the body. Next, a wide spectrum of clinically important exposures -- including drugs, plants, metals, household products, occupational and environmental xenobiotics are covered within logical categories for easy access to information. Finally, the book concludes with sections on principles of practicing clinical toxicology in today’s challenging healthcare environment. The tenth edition is enhanced by a beautiful full-color design.

DESCRIPTION

The standard-setting reference in medical toxicology—trusted as the leading evidence based resource for poison emergencies
For decades, one name has been synonymous with the most respected, rigorous perspectives on medical toxicology and the treatment of poisoned and overdosed patients: Goldfrank’s Toxicologic Emergencies. Presented in full color, Goldfrank’s delivers essential, patient centered coverage of every aspect of poison management. The editors and authors are recognized as preeminent scholars in their specialties and provide unmatched coverage of all aspects of toxicologic emergencies, from pharmacology and clinical presentation to cutting-edge treatment strategies.

Goldfrank’s Toxicologic Emergencies, Tenth Edition begins with an examination of medical toxicology principles and techniques. It then reviews the biochemical, molecular, and pathophysiologic basis of toxicity, followed by an intense focus on toxicologic principles related to special patient populations.

Features

- Case studies enhance your understanding of the clinical application of the text material
- Practical focus on the pathophysiologic basis of medical toxicology
- The Antidotes in Depth sections deliver the expertise of toxicologists across the world as they present treatments for critically ill poisoned and overdosed patients and allow you to easily identify key issues relating to the use of complex and often unfamiliar therapies
- The principles of risk management, medicolegal decision making, patient safety, post mortem toxicology and the assessment of ethanol induced impairment described in chapters and Special Considerations emphasize the interface between medical toxicology, the law, and quality care

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Lewis S. Nelson, MD, FACEP, FACMT (New York, NY), Director, Medical Toxicology Fellowship Program; Associate Director, New York City Poison Center; Attending Physician, Department of Emergency Medicine, Bellevue Hospital Center and New York University Medical Center; Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine, New York University School of Medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

A genitourinary pathology text and atlas focusing on fast, accurate diagnoses

*Practical Genitourinary Pathology* includes thousands of high-resolution images culled from thousands of cases designed to help readers understand normal histology, benign and malignant lesions, neoplasms, and tumors of the genitourinary system.

- Each chapter is devoted to a different organ and is presented in a consistent manner
- Thousands of high-quality color photos
- Brief text allows readers to immediately understand what they are seeing under a microscope

DESCRIPTION

A full-color text and atlas of common and rare genitourinary conditions for practicing pathologists
Atlas of Practical Genitourinary Pathology teaches the surgical pathologist how to accurately diagnose and effectively manage the full spectrum of common and rare genitourinary diseases. Completely current with the latest advances in the field, it is one of the first texts to address the new diagnostic markers for GU tumors and the increasing application of immunohistochemistry.

Featuring chapters with easy-to-read headings such as Definitions, Clinical Features, Gross Pathology, and Histology, Atlas of Practical Genitourinary Pathology is logically divided into two parts: Male Reproductive Surgical Pathology and Urinary Tract Surgical Pathology. More than 1,500 full-color histology slides assist in fast sample recognition and the concise bulleted text provides the need-to-know data for proper diagnoses and treatment.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ximing J. Yang, MD, PhD (Chicago, IL), is Professor of Pathology and Director of Urological Pathology Fellowship, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Northwestern University.
INTRODUCTION

A full-color, case-based review for the USMLE Step 3 – from Conrad Fischer

Created by bestselling author and lecturer Dr. Conrad Fischer, Obstetrics and Gynecology: Correlations & Clinical Scenarios provides an entertaining and thorough review of pediatrics topics found on the USMLE Step 3. Progressive clinical cases – embedded with meaningful foundational science correlations and CCS exam tips – ensure that students are prepared for the new USMLE Step 3. Presented in full color, this case-based review and can be used as a stand-alone study aid or used in conjunction with more comprehensive USMLE Step 3 review books.

- Market: Residents taking the USMLE Step 3 examination (~30,000/year)
- 100 ob/gyn cases with Q&A and pearls provide practice for the multiple choice exam component of the USMLE Step 3
- Embedded basic science correlations prepare students to answer foundational science questions
- Integrated CCS navigation tips prepare students to handle Computer-based Case
Simulations

DESCRIPTION

Your Secret Weapon for Mastering the USMLE Step 3

How prepared are you for the new USMLE Step 3? Are you worried about answering questions on basic science concepts? Uncertain about managing the clock in CCS cases? Unprepared to answer questions on general OB-GYN topics? This book is the balm.

Written by Dr. Elizabeth August and bestselling author and lecturer Dr. Conrad Fischer, Obstetrics & Gynecology Correlations & Clinical Scenarios provides an entertaining and comprehensive review of OB-GYN topics found on the USMLE Step 3. Progressive clinical cases--embedded with meaningful foundational science correlations and CCS exam tips--ensure that you're prepared for the new USMLE Step 3.

Features:

- OB-GYN cases with Q&A provide practice for the multiple-choice exam component of the USMLE Step 3
- Embedded basic science correlations prepare you to answer foundational science questions
- Integrated CCS navigation tips prepare you to handle Computer-based Case Simulations
- High-yield coverage of prenatal care, maternal disease during pregnancy, labor and delivery, uterine and cervical abnormalities, breast disease, ovarian disease, and more

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Elizabeth V. August, MD (Hoboken, NJ) is a board certified family physician and currently serves as Chief Medical Officer of Bergen County, Riverside Medical Group. Dr. August was the former Chief Resident of Family Medicine at Hoboken University Medical Center.

Conrad Fischer, MD (New York, NY), is one of the most experienced educators in medicine today. He is Associate Professor of Medicine, Physiology and Pharmacology at Touro College of Medicine. His breadth of teaching includes medical students, USMLE prep, and Specialty Board exams. He has seven "Teacher of the Year" awards over the last ten years. In addition, Dr. Fischer was formerly the Associate Chief of Medicine for Educational and Academic Activities at SUNY Downstate School of Medicine. Dr. Fischer has been Chairman of Medicine for Kaplan Medical since 1999, and has held Residency Program Director positions at both Maimonides Medical Center and Flushing Hospital in New York City.
DESCRIPTION

Learn how to perform the full range of radical pelvic procedures with this comprehensive text and atlas

*Radical and Reconstructive Gynecologic Cancer Surgery* is the first text to encompass the full range of extirpative and reconstructive surgical procedures required to treat locally advanced and recurrent pelvic cancers. It is a unique blend of clinical best practices and a detailed surgical atlas with numerous high-quality photographs and illustrations. The book reflects the integrated multidisciplinary team approach necessary for the effective management of these cancers.

The surgical chapters follow a consistent presentation that includes background, indications and clinical applications, anatomical considerations, preoperative preparation, surgical procedure, postoperative care, and long-term outcomes.

*Radical and Reconstructive Gynecologic Cancer Surgery* is divided into three main parts: PART 1 covers the historical evolution of radical pelvic surgical procedures and provides an anatomical review of pertinent pelvic and abdominal visceral, vascular, and bony structures as a
foundation for the detailed descriptions and illustrations of the surgical procedures that follow. PART 2 consists of the extirpative procedures organized by system, physiology, and anatomic region in a text and atlas format. The detailed illustrations are complemented by operative photographs that emphasize the practical or "how-to" aspects of each procedure. PART 3 includes comprehensive coverage of the full range of reconstructive procedures and surgical options available to optimize patient outcomes, as well as a chapter on rehabilitation, quality of life issues, and symptom management.
INTRODUCTION

A new way for pharmacy students to learn the art and science of patient assessment

This unique learning text teaches pharmacy students how to collect and interpret patient information with the goal of making an accurate diagnosis. The book incorporates a diagnostic schemata that enables readers to integrate the findings and identify the causes of the patient problems. Presented in full color, Patient Assessment in Pharmacy includes real-life situations and examples and encourages students to diagnose and treat minor illnesses. The author team is a unique mix of educators and practitioners.

DESCRIPTION

Learn the art and science of patient assessment to succeed in real-world pharmacy practice

The goal of Patient Assessment in Pharmacy is to impart the assessment and practice skills necessary to provide optimal patient care when working in an ambulatory care environment.
This unique text explains how to integrate pathophysiology, medical history, physical findings, and laboratory test results to accurately assess and monitor patient problems. *Patient Assessment in Pharmacy* will help you make a more accurate diagnosis and enable you to better advise patients about appropriate use of products intended for self-care.

In order to be as clinically relevant as possible, *Patient Assessment in Pharmacy* focuses on the symptom complexes and diseases that pharmacists most frequently encounter in an ambulatory care setting.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Rick Herrier, PharmD and David Apgar, PharmD (Tucson, AZ) are affiliated with the University of Arizona, College of Pharmacy.  
Robert Boyce, RPh (Corvallis, OR) is Director of Pharmacy, Plageman Student Health Center, Oregon State University.  
Stephan Foster, PharmD (Memphis, TN) is affiliated with the University of Tennessee.
INTRODUCTION

A complete carry-anywhere review of popular over-the-counter medications

Top 100 Nonprescription Drug Cards are a fun, fast, and effective way for pharmacy students and other healthcare students and professionals to learn about the top-selling over-the-counter medications and herbal supplements normally sold in a pharmacy. Each card is presented in full color and includes a picture along with tables and text detailing Dosage Forms, Indications, Drug Characteristics, Safety Issues, Interactions, and Adverse Reactions.

- Market: Pharmacy students (35,000/year)
- Clinical Pearls appear on each card

DESCRIPTION

Great for pharmacy course review and NAPLEX preparation!
A fun, fast way to learn essential information about the most popular over-the-counter medications and herbal supplements commonly sold in U.S. pharmacies.

Essential information about 100 of the most widely used over-the-counter medications and supplements available in the United States.

Each full-color card includes an illustration, clinical pearls, and tables and text detailing:

- Dosage Forms
- Common Self-Care Indications and Dosing
- Drug Characteristics
- Safety Issues
- Interactions
- Adverse Reactions
- Triage Criteria
- Self-Care Monitoring Parameters
- Key Patient Counseling Points

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

**Jill Kolesar, PharmD (Madison, WI)** is Professor of Pharmacy at the University of Wisconsin.